CLOUD ENABLEMENT
BEYOND NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION
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Introduction

Service providers and enterprises are set to increase their spending
and adoption of network virtualization and software deﬁned networks
extensively in the next few years. IDC estimates that the overall CAGR
for NFV/SDN spending between 2017 and 2022 will reach 58%. Further,
a report by Gartner shows that 85% of organizations surveyed have
already adopted some aspects of cloud computing. This signals that
most service providers are already deploying NFV/SDN networks and
planning to spend more to expand their NFV/SDN deployments.

Figure 1: Organizations’ Cloud Adoption Rates (source: Gartner)
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Challenges of today’s
SDN/NFV

The goal of NFV/SDN for service providers is to lower the cost of
ownership of the network, create an agile network infrastructure, and
increase service delivery velocity. For service providers that have existing
networks, this transformation is best performed in steps. One set of
steps to help achieve these goals is provided in Figure 2. The steps are
required to break the transformation goals into manageable tasks that
can be completed over time without requiring a flash-cut change in the
existing network, thus reducing risk while allowing for adaption of best
practices and lessons learned along the way. In many cases, service
providers have already segmented the transformation process into
similar steps and taken the necessary investments to transform into a
modern software defined infrastructure. Majorly the industry is at a point
where the infrastructure pieces have initially been deployed, but there
are still a lot of legacy services and applications that require integration.
Further, the development community and application providers must
transform how applications and services are structured and deployed
to meet the demands and goals of the network to match these modern
network visions. The complete journey can be described in Figure
2. The steps shown highlight that after deploying the initial product,
harmonization of legacy products, automation, and new service delivery
are the key to meet the goals defined earlier. Further, 5G networks are
defined in small virtualized disaggregated components or microservices,
which adds another requirement to complete the additional steps of the
journey.
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Figure 2: Networks Digital transformation steps for service providers

Service Providers transforming to SDN/NFV are facing a number of
challenges. We have identiﬁed the following recurring and prominent
topics to be addressed in the transformation journey:

Training:
Digital network transformation to virtualized networks introduces new
training challenges for operations management teams and requires
new skill sets with open source, cloud and virtualization technologies
as opposed to just networking technologies. These teams and their
operational support models need to be optimized for adopting software
deﬁned networks, open source driven projects & standards, and agile
methodologies.

Coordination:
Initial virtualization deployments generally lack coordination among
vendors or even for a single vendor with multiple applications. Initial
deployments are often non-optimized general-purpose solutions in both
hardware and software, requiring a greater CAPEX investment than the
same function implemented as a proprietary solution.
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Automation:
Reduced automation increases risks in availability and security, which
are both mission critical business drivers in communications networks.
Automation gaps also increase OPEX cost due to manual Life Cycle
Management (LCM) operations and dilution of deployment velocity.
New revenue enabling features and services are impacted by the delays
as well. Each of these factors add up to higher Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO), few or limited features, product, or service enhancements.

Security:
NFV/SDN demands disaggregation and open source components that
introduce new threat vectors on top of the existing set of infrastructure
security risks in communication networks. Together with multi-cloud and
hybrid clouds network operations require tools that are vendor agnostic,
intelligent, and scalable.
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Altran Solution

We have designed and developed an architecture model to address the
challenges of the transformation journey. It is based on an open source
infrastructure with an application delivery model that is multi-vendor and
hybrid cloud ready. This provides a rapid delivery model that is
vendor agnostic, modular, scalable and either standard-based or
adopted by existing standards. Furthermore, operators and enterprises
need a roadmap that evolves their networks towards microservices in
small steps to avoid disrupting the legacy networks that are currently
providing revenue.
Altran’s experience in open source frameworks, partnerships with
the leading open source technology partners in enterprise and
telecommunications, translates into being the right partner for digital
transformation and evolution. Altran’s solutions leverage open source
frameworks to help our clients move forward in their journey to digital
maturity.
......

Harmonize and Consolidate
The key goal in this step is to introduce new products and agile practices
while reducing risks to the legacy network. The initial deployments for
NFV are pockets and sometimes overlays inside a broader operating
model of the legacy network. Essentially islands of clouds loosely
interconnected. While open source vendors can provide managed NFVi
software, orchestration portals, and automation tools, Altran can create
the bridge between existing OSS and BSS infrastructure to maintain
service level agreements for business services.
Altran
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Transformation requires integration and co-existence with brownfield
legacy networks that are extremely efficient and have better cost
optimized business models than open source cloud-based counterparts.
The key to evolving these networks is to develop an open set of interface
plug-ins and APIs to assimilate the management of these systems into a
single network.
On top of the interfacing and integration issue, each cloud, whether
public or private, requires the same kind of security as a monolithic
solution. Maintaining the same level of security is a critical challenge
while introducing autonomous mechanisms, new interfaces and
creating multiple disaggregated software components. Altran offers a
set of cloud based software solutions that monitor and report issues
at the microservice level. The AVERT (Altran’s Automated Vulnerability
Ecosystem Resistance Tactics) framework is an AI/ML based automated
orchestration engine to predict the zero day vulnerabilities and accelerate
DevSecOps processes. It can integrate with SYNERGi, our award-winning,
sophisticated GRC platform used by organizations to develop, maintain
and report compliance against legal and regulatory obligations.

Figure 3
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Transform
The key to the transformation is to begin modernizing the network taking
small incremental steps towards a cloud native model. Cloud native
applications are built agnostic of cloud vendors and can be executed in
a multi-cloud environment. The current practice for developing cloud
native applications is by providing applications in small immutable chunks
called microservices. Microservices are typically built using containers
and managed by orchestrators like Kubernetes, therefore the existing
virtualization infrastructure must evolve to adopt these services as seen in
figure 3.
For an enterprise or operator evolving from a deployed private cloud
virtualized network to an intelligent automated software defined multivendor hybrid network, microservice adoption and cloud native design
are critical to provide new revenue capabilities at scale with high reliability
and at a lower cost of ownership.

As an example, Altran recently defined and evaluated a multiple
vendor network virtualization solution transformation project. Altran
reused a jointly developed and fully supported open source container
solution built over a OpenStack infrastructure. The solution provides a
legacy virtualization infrastructure while enabling a microservice based
architecture, including the integration work, to bring it together as a
complete solution. The result is a reduced cost and a lower risk solution
offering, that enables the operator to turn up network services faster
versus just obtaining a container stack that is left under deployed due to
complexity. It also alleviates the problem of getting stuck in the proof of
concept phase and the vendor blame game for application deployment.

......

Accelerate
When the infrastructure is capable of modern cloud practices and basic
automation, then delivery and operations teams can focus on applications
instead of the infrastructure in a hybrid cloud.
A good example of this maturity step is Red Hat OpenShifts™- one of
the key Altran’s partner and open source provider. Openshifts facilitates
a new feature introduction into development software by autonomously
triggering a unit test in a prototype staging cloud, which triggers updates
and automated deployments into different post-production clouds until
the application is fully deployed or updated. Together with the test
automation frameworks from Altran, this solution helps accelerate new
applications deployment by automating on-boarding and validation
service, allowing service orchestration and evolving towards a zero
touch model for delivery. This lowers the client’s cost to operate while
increasing speed to market for fully tested and validated applications in
any cluster type, for any cloud, for any vendor. Hybrid Cloud is already
critical to enterprise networks and will be increasingly important to
telecommunication service providers, as they need to provide enough
access, flexibility, security and scale to serve the edge. This will require
partnerships with public cloud implementations. The edge cloud will
be key to deliver the most compelling and differentiated use cases for
5G services in healthcare, financial services, gaming and Industry 4.0.
By reducing the need to backhaul to a centralized cloud network, Edge
clouds are indeed enabling two of the biggest differentiators of 5G
networks: bandwidth and latency. Ensconce, the Altran edge computing
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platform solution, brings together multiple capabilities, accelerators
and frameworks that enable rapid development of Multi-Access
Edge Compute solutions. The platform enables low latency edge
application development through developer SDK, facilitates the
provisioning of edge applications on demand, the discovery of
edge deployments, orchestration of applications across the operator
network and monitoring and management of applications through its
lifecycle. This reduces the barriers for application developers to host
their applications for the edge and accelerates the transition to 5G.

Altran
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CONCLUSION

The next steps in network virtualization require integration of Operations
Support Systems and Business Support Systems into a modern open
source-based cloud management and orchestration architecture.
Existing network functions that have been lifted and shifted to virtual
machines, as well as new applications and functions, must be created
in a cloud native environment that can also be used to deploy those
applications in a seamless automated fashion. This enables developers
to create and deliver services faster while reducing the security and
configuration risks with an automated service delivery architecture
enabled through the microservices network infrastructure. Altran
understands how to design and implement these steps in brownfield
networks that need to maintain high-availability and existing business
SLAs without compromising security. Altran has developed expertise,
certifications and extensive partnerships that provide the right tools
enabled by the agility of open source and supported for carrier-grade
enterprises and service providers on-going maintenance requirements.
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About Altran
Altran ranks as the undisputed global leader in Engineering
and R&D services. The company offers clients an unmatched
value proposition to address their transformation and innovation
needs. Altran works alongside its clients, from initial concept
through industrialization, to invent the products and services of
tomorrow. For over 35 years, the company has provided expertise
in Automotive, Aeronautics, Space, Defense & Naval, Rail,
Infra & Transport, Energy, Industrial & Consumer, Life Sciences,
Communications, Semiconductor & Electronics, Software &
Internet, Finance & Public Sector. The Aricent acquisition extends
this leadership to semiconductors, digital experience and design
innovation. Altran generated revenues of €2.9 billion in 2018, with
some 47,000 employees in more than 30 countries.
www.altran.com
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